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EOLIS air manager, 1st intelligent air filtration system
to be launched in India
NatéoSanté, a French company
specialising in air quality
treatment, is about to launch
EOLIS, the first intelligent air
filtration system especially
conceived for the Indian
market.
Manufactured
in
France, EOLIS is intended to be
made in India later this year, at
EOLANE industrial plant in
Bangalore. EOLIS will be on
sale in India from May 2016
and distributed thought our
Indian Partners.
EOLIS air manager has been
conceived from the initial idea
to provide an air filtration
system combining high performances and simplicity of use. Tailored for professionals in home appliances,
hospitality and heath/medical sectors, EOLIS will incorporate a filter system composed of a medical grade
filter HEPA H13 or ULPA U15 and a high density active carbon filter able to treat an area of either 60 or 120
m² (two versions will be proposed). Nateosanté air filtration systems are equipped with the most efficient
filters on the market. In order to ensure 99.9% purification, our units are silent, reliable, easy to use,
adapted to your needs and energy efficient. Natéosanté is very successful in Asia, with several trusted
references (Renault, PSA, Mutualité Française, Miele …).
The Indian market is extremely promising as declared by Mr. Stéphane Monnier, International Business
Development Manager: “India is a strategic market for our company and we want to provide Indian
professionals with the best equipment to treat air pollution. Some of the cities in India like New Delhi are
facing huge challenges due to very heavy levels of concentration of fine and ultrafine particles in the air, and
NateoSante wants to work with Indian professionals with products like EOLIS that have a proven track
record for improving quality of air and quality of life.”
EOLIS is more an AIR MANAGER than an Air Purifier.
Thanks to the ACTIV mode, EOLIS is a smart unit automatically adapted to your environment. It includes a
monitoring system easy to use thanks to a three user control interface: touch screen panel, computer or
smartphone. Because each product is unique and get a specific ID number, we can see how it works and
when you need maintenance and filters to be replaced.

EOLIS air manager will be available in India from May 2016 and distributed thought our Indian Partners.
Available in two versions depending on the area surface to be treated (60 or 120m²), it is the first intelligent
air filtration system to be marked with CE certifications.
About NATEOSANTE:
NatéoSanté is a French company created 7 years ago and specialising in quality of indoor air. The company
has already provided thousands of families and professionals in France and in Asia. Our product line has
been built and improved day after day, through concrete feedback from our customers, enabling us to
become a reference on the market. Our experts know the problems which may be faced by our customers,
we work every day to offer them solutions by taking full account of the specificities of each environment.

For further information, please visit: http://www.nateosante-pro.fr/

About Business France:
Business France is the national agency supporting the international development of the French economy,
responsible for fostering export growth by French businesses, as well as promoting and facilitating
international investment in France. It promotes France’s companies, business image and nationwide
attractiveness as an investment location, and also runs the V.I.E international internship program. Business
France has 1,500 personnel, both in France and in 70 countries throughout the world, who work with a
network of public- and private-sector partners. For further information, please visit: www.businessfrance.fr
and youbuyfrance.com.in.
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